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Abstract

1.

There are many problems related to the Web, e.g. one is
overloaded by huge amount of information or a searcher
can get lost in information space. These problems can
be partially overcome by employing personalization. We
focus on the user modeling area and we exploit existing
knowledge, mostly from the Adaptive and Semantic Web.
We focus on creation and maintenance of the user model.
We propose three novel methods for acquisition and maintenance of user characteristics in the user model. The
first method is based on generating questions to be used
for user model.The second method is based on the content analysis and assumes that comparing attributes of
documents, which were found interesting for a user, can
be a source for discovering information about user’s interests. The third method is based on spreading activation.
If there are connections between information concepts of
the domain model user’s characteristics can be utilized
even for concepts that have not been visited yet. The
proposed methods were evaluated by means of software
tools that were incorporated in research projects.

Information technologies have become a part of our lives
in recent history and using services provided by the Web
have become especially popular world wide. One limitation is that not everybody is computer-literate and able to
find the appropriate information effectively. Even though
the Semantic Web introduces solutions to some problems,
there are still many problems that limit the speed and extent of its expansion. Problems can be partially overcome
if we take into account a user’s particular search characteristics and we exploit existing search optimization approaches that are currently used in adaptive web-based
applications. The user model in adaptive web-based applications consists of identifying user’s characteristics that
are used for personalization of layout, navigation or content. There are several approaches used to acquire user
characteristics and keep them up to date. One method
is to ask the user explicitly or observe the user’s behavior while working with the application (implicit feedback ).
Another useful approach is to mine the user characteristics from logs, which can be processed on client-side
and/or server-side.
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Introduction

We present a contribution to the current state of the art
in the user modeling area, namely we focus on creation
and maintenance of the user model. We propose three
novel methods to acquisition and maintenance of the user
characteristics in the user model. The first method is
based on generating questions to be used for user model
updates. Particular questions are generated according to
the analyzed properties of the information concepts that
are the subject of the observed application domain. The
entire process of asking questions is driven by user-defined
rules. The second method based on the content analysis
assumes that comparing properties of documents, which
were found interesting for a user, can be a good source for
discovering information about user’s interests. Moreover,
in this methodology we impute reasons that might have
caused user’s interest in the content. The last method is
based on spreading activation. If there are connections
between information concepts (e.g., learning objects in
an educational application) of the domain model user’s
characteristics can be utilized to extend and extrapolate
beyond the known characteristics, even for concepts that
have not been visited yet.
The methods were evaluated by software tools that were
incorporated in research projects aimed at job offers (project NAZOU [24], http://nazou.fiit.stuba.sk/), digital libraries (project MAPEKUS [6], http://mapekus.
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• adaptation model, which specifies a method for the
adaptation to be accomplished;

fiit.stuba.sk/) and learning programming domain (project PeWePro [7], http://pewepro.fiit.stuba.sk/) that
have been conducted successfully at the Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies at Slovak University
of Technology in Bratislava in the period of 2004–2008.

2.

Thesis Objectives

We propose novel approaches to automatic acquisition
and maintenance of the user characteristics that employ
semantics provided by ontological representation. The
main objectives of this work are following:
• We assume that questions can be generated automatically according to the concepts in the domain
model to be used for acquiring and maintenance of
user characteristics for the user model.
• We assume that comparing properties of documents,
which users found interesting, leads to discovery of
information about users’ interests. Our goal is to
propose a method that uses content analysis (similarity estimation) to determine information suitable
for the user model.
• We assume that, if well-defined connections between
information concepts are available, a user’s characteristics can be changed for the concepts, even if
they have not been visited yet by the user. Our
goal is to propose a method for maintenance of user
characteristics in the user model based on relationships among concepts in the domain model.
• Experimental evaluation of the proposed methods
with regard to their domain independency.

3.

Adaptive Semantic Web

• navigation model describes user’s possible moves among the concepts within the information space.
Since the purpose of the adaptive applications is to provide personalization, the user model is the most important part. There are more definitions of the user model
which differ according to the way the model is used. The
user model represents beliefs about the user that include
preferences, knowledge and attributes for a particular domain [20]. We use the common term user characteristics
to describe preferences, knowledge, attributes and other
identifying features that are included in the user model.
The user’s environment together with the user model is
called the context model.
Adaptation in the web-based applications occurs on three
levels, namely adaptation of the content, presentation [27]
or navigation. In Brusilovsky’s works [8, 9] we find techniques for adaptation divided in two groups. The first
group aggregates techniques related to the adaptation of
the presentation (including content). The second group
contains techniques for adaptation of the navigation (see
Figure 1).
Adaptive
multimedia
presentation
Adaptive
presentation

A way to improve efficiency in information acquisition
is a personalized approach based on user’s particularities
aimed at adaptation of the content, layout or navigation
in the information sources. The adaptation in an adaptive
application is a modification of content, style of presentation and navigation, whereas the personalization is an
adaptation that is provided to the particular user.
Presently, most of the available information in the Web is
provided in a form primarily suitable for human beings,
where the choice of its representation and presentation
is up to individual information providers. Therefore, the
next stage in improving efficiency of information processing is adding semantics to the content (e.g., the Semantic
Web).

3.1

Models of Adaptive Applications

There are two terms used very often – adaptivity and
adaptability. A common feature for both terms is cooperation with the user. However, in an adaptive information source a user’s behavior needs to be observed
to obtain necessary information for personalization. In
an adaptable information source, the user’s action is required, e.g. setting up properties. Adaptive applications
consist of four main parts:
• domain model, which represents the scope for which
the application is designed to be performed;
• user model, where all the actual user’s characteristics, which are necessary for adaptation, are stored;
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of adaptive hypermedia technologies [9].
A detailed description of these techniques is beyond the
scope of this work and is provided in [8, 9]. For the content adaptation Brusilovsky recognizes and utilizes methods like conditional content, alternative content, or sorting of the content. It is possible to realize these methods
by using various techniques, namely inserting, removing,
altering, sorting, dimming fragments and stretchtext.
In this work we focus on adaptation based on the user
model (i.e., personalization) so it is important to note that
the user model must be also adapted to be continually up
to date and to provide proper information about the user
for further personalization.

3.2

Adding Semantics to Adaptive Applications

When a content presented to the user is personalized, it
is still suitable only for a human because it is designed for
use by humans. One solution is to represent the Web content in a form that is easily machine-understandable. Here
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emerges Tim Berners-Lee’s vision known as the Semantic
Web initiative [5] that tries to add semantics to knowledge to make it processable by automated tools as well as
by people. Probably the easiest way to capture the meaning of the content is provided by metadata. However, authors of the content can use own terms to describe semantics of the presented information, with resulting variation
in metadata descriptive elements which causes problems
for heterogeneous applications using various information
sources.
A more complex solution than metadata provides an ontology. The term ontology originates from philosophy,
namely from the study of the nature of existence. We use
Studer’s et al. definition [26], which extends Gruber’s definition [16] where an ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. In the ontology
we define classes (e.g., general things), instances (particular things), relationships among those things, properties
(and property values) of things, functions, constrains and
rules. This gives the ontology much more powerful expressiveness than the metadata approach has. Another
term, which is used very often along with ontologies, is
a concept.
An example of an instance representing a part of job offer
in a job offer application domain is depicted in Figure 2.
Rectangles used in Figure 2 represent instances of concepts. Every such an instance has its unique identifier,
but we present only its label for clarity (e.g., Salary).
Datatype and object properties are used to assert specific
facts about instances. Datatype properties express relations between concept instances and RDF literals and
XML Schema datatypes. Object properties express relations between two instances. To distinguish between
object and datatype properties a dashed line is used for
datatype properties (e.g., maxAmount). JobOffer is the
instance identifier which several properties are connected
to. For simplicity, we present only a few of them, and surround multiple properties (e.g., property hasPrerequisity)
by a rounded box.
String

String

...

hasText
hasText

4.

3

User Modeling

A user model represents various user characteristics that
can be used to adapt the content, presentation or navigation of the informational materials presented. A content of the user model is described with variety of terms,
namely attributes, features, characteristics or properties
are used frequently. We use the term characteristic. The
more relevant characteristics describing the user that are
included in the user model, the more accurate and useful
is the personalization provided by the adaptive application.
There are several approaches that can be employed in
the user modeling process. We discuss approaches (e.g.,
stereotype model, overlay model) which are the most commonly used and look at user modeling from different perspectives.
Stereotype model. The stereotype is a collection of frequently occurring characteristics of users [25]. Users are
associated with one or more stereotypes that commonly
reflect a user’s knowledge, social background, computer
experience etc. The stereotype model is prone to inaccuracy due to the need for heavy reliance on inferences.
Even for a stereotype that has been selected and applied
correctly, some inappropriate characteristics can be inferred for particular user. Here, it is important to emphasize that in this case the personalization is not performed
to the benefit of particular user, but to the selected stereotype in a collective sense.
Overlay model. The main idea is that a user’s knowledge
of the subject is relevant subset of the domain knowledge
and the overlay user model is an overlay over the domain
model [19, 18]. Any domain concept from domain model
has a corresponding value in the overlay model which represents the user’s knowledge of the concept. The main
drawback is the necessity of initialization. The way to
overcome this problem is a combination of overlay and
stereotype user model. There are also inherent drawbacks, e.g. each application uses its own (different) representations, terminology, granularity of stored information,
requirements for higher or lower safety, etc.

Any VB6 and COM
experience is a big plus

VB6 and COM

4.1

ASP.NET

There are several approaches to representing and storing
a user model in web-based applications. We do not discuss
representations that use proprietary formats as this would
prevent the sharing and reuse of the user model.

Date

VBScript and HTML

2008-05-01

Washington, D.C.
hasPrerequisite

hasStartDate

JobOffer

hasJobTerm

hasDutyLocation
Full time

User Model Representation

Figure 2: Example of an instance representing
a part of job offer.

Non-ontological representations. Using a relational database is quite straightforward, offers good performance,
and several other advantages such as security, distribution ease, data recovery, etc. Another frequently used
approach is the representation of the user model by an
XML based language. Both mentioned approaches offer
only a way to describe user characteristics and do not offer
any added value from the user modeling perspective. An
ontology-based approach to user modeling offers a way to
move user modeling from the low-level description of user
characteristics to a higher level with additional possibilities.

In adaptive web-based applications, the ontologies can be
used as a mean to represent models. We focus particularly
on the user model and also on domain model which it is
interconnected with.

Representing user model by ontology. The advantages
leading to using ontologies for user modeling come from
the fundamentals of this formalism. Ontologies provide
a common understanding of the domain to facilitate reuse

offersPosition

hasSalary

String
Salary

Programmer/Analyst
minAmount

isInCurrency

Float
50.0

perPeriod maxAmount
US Dollar
hour

Float
60.0
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and harmonization of different terminologies [20]. These
characteristics support reasoning, which is considered as
an important contribution to the ontology-based models.
By creating an ontology-based user model we increase the
probability that user characteristics will be shared among
a range of systems of the same domain.

4.2

Acquisition and Maintenance of User
Characteristics

We have already mentioned that relevant and up to date
characteristics describing the real user are needed in the
user model to perform accurate personalization. Processing of acquisition and maintenance of characteristics
roughly follows these steps:

Unique names and priorities assigned to a question along
with its structure are stored in Characteristic binding.
Furthermore, a binding specifies a template and a noun
which will be used in the generated question as a name of
the user characteristic. A suitable template for the characteristic is selected from Question templates according
to its unique identifier. Words to be used in the question
are stored in Vocabulary. The user is also provided with
a part of an answer in the case the answer is of an ordinal
value or an option type. If we deal with the maintenance,
properties are acquired with regard to rules fulfillment.
Employing a priority hierarchy also allows response to the
cases when it is appropriate to suppress the generation of
a question.

5.1
1. Sources identification. At this stage we need to identify sources from which we can extract information
for the user model.
2. Collecting information. There are two basic approaches to collecting information about the user
– explicit and implicit feedback [11].
3. Analyzing and extracting information. Information
acquired by observation of the user’s behavior or
implicit feedback requires further processing before
it is stored in the user model as a characteristic [4].
4. Changing the user model. User characteristics are
stored in the user model. This process is known as
initialization if there is no pre-existing characteristic
in the user model; or maintenance in the case when
that characteristic already exists in the user model
and only its value is changed.

5.

Acquisition of Characteristics Based
on Questions

The method employs direct responses from the user. It
can be accomplished by filling in forms, answering questionnaires, questions, etc. We distinguish questions that
can be answered by filling their missing part or can be
answered with a positive or negative answer. We deduce
that a characteristic of the user, we are interested in, is
a part of the question. Each question contains the name
of a characteristic from the user model. The answer can
be a number, text, ordinal value, etc. The name of the
characteristic can be also contained in the answer.
At the very beginning, a list of properties for a concept
from the domain model is acquired. Each property relates
to a characteristic for which a question will be generated
(i.e., it will appear as an instance of a characteristic in the
overlay user model). Afterwards, properties can be used
for acquisition, if an instance of respective characteristic
does not exist yet in the user model, or maintenance, if an
instance of respective characteristic already exists. To be
able to generate questions we employ templates. Instead
of the name of the characteristic a special identifier is
used in the template. Following context relates to the
question – circumstances, which invoke generating of the
question and an object specifying which question should
be generated and what about. The circumstances of the
question are handled by user defined rules and the object
depends on the particular characteristic being researched
for the user model.

Binding Characteristics

Binding characteristics provides additional information
for the user model that is necessary to generate a question. Such additional information for a characteristic are
unique identifier, priority, template and noun used in the
sentence, which specifies a name of the characteristic.
A characteristic can be represented as a set of concepts.
When binding its structure we consider namespaces, classes, datatype or object properties, and instances. Simple characteristics are represented as RDF triples. Such
a structure is easy to bind, but this is not applicable to
more complex user characteristics where characteristics
can have relationships to others, can create taxonomies, or
a characteristic which can get an ordinal value; or which
can be represented as a class or an instance.
We propose a way of assigning names to instances in regard to the structure of concepts. The instances can be
named by using pattern – an instance is created according
to the defined pattern with a timestamp suffix, adjusting
desired value – an ordinal, text or numerical value can be
assigned, and name use – a defined name is used to name
an instance.
We use unique names (i.e., keys) to represent particular bindings which are stored in Characteristic binding.
A name of a key consists of an identifier specifying a type
of binding and a postfix, which is a unique number assigned to the key. There are several possible identifiers
that can be used, namely c (class), op (object property),
dp (datatype property), or i (instance).
In the Figure 3 an example is depicted with keys assigned
to individual parts of characteristic’s structure.
offer

relatesTo
op3
Offer
c4

UserCharacteristic
c1

dp1
hoursPerWeek

op2
hasConfidence

value
Float

LevelOrdering
c3

char

highest
op1
hasSource

Source
c2

ExACT

Figure 3: A characteristic with assigned keys.

5.2

Rules for Question Generation

An advantage of this approach is simplicity of creating
and maintenance of such rules. We employ a well known
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principle for rules: IF [condition] THEN [action]. Required parts of the condition are a characteristic from the
user model, operator, and parameter of the condition. Default action generates a question. A condition is defined
according to data types, which represent a value of a characteristic. Literal values can be of several types defined
according XML Schema. An instance can get an ordinal value or an option. Operators, such as less, greater,
equal as well as special operator instanceOf, can be used
in a condition. Well defined rules initiate generation of
a question in a right time, e.g. if a characteristic is older
than given time period. Another example is generating
questions with regard to a tool that is responsible for creating or updates of the characteristic. Employing priority
allows also reaction to the cases when it is appropriate to
suppress the generation of a question.

5.3

Discussion

The proposed method is based on generating questions
in natural language (here English). We employ concepts
from the domain model in the process of question generation. To evaluate the proposed method a software tool
called Explicit Actualizer (abbreviated ExACT ) was developed. The method was evaluated using the job offer domain ontology (created in the course of the project
NAZOU) and ontology of scientific publications (project
MAPEKUS) with respecting user models (represented as
ontology). In both domains, we bound selected characteristics and created templates to generate questions. Furthermore, rules to manage generating questions were defined. The templates were proposed with regard to their
universality, i.e. our goal was to design templates to be
used for as many questions as possible. However, the case
when too many templates are provided is not very reasonable, e.g. creating one template for each question is
not very effective. We designed 7 templates for the job
offer domain that allows for generation of questions addressing 22 characteristics. For the scientific publications
domain we proposed 3 templates which allow generation
of 5 questions only what is influenced by the straightforward structure of the domain.
The main problem of feedback based solutions is that necessary questions are mostly hard coded for a particular
application. However, there are some solutions that use
generation of the questions, such as dialog systems. Dialogue systems can provide relatively open-ended prompts,
i.e. users may provide responses that are not an exact fit
with what is expected [23]. Employment of ontology helps
to exploit well known relationships to achieve more natural communication. Sentences are generated according
to templates. The type of the template as well as the
use of proper terms is driven by rules. In [22] there is
described an approach to planning utterances in natural language that can dynamically use context information about the environment in which a dialog is located.
The educational system OntoAIMS [13] is built upon the
OWL-OLM. OWL-OML uses a dialog agent to maintain
dialog with regard to the prepared questions. The questions are generated according to the domain concepts and
can be answered by transforming them into queries. Our
method generates questions according to a concept’s properties and provides the user with prepared answer considering the type of the question. The M-PIRO project uses
meta-data to generate text in natural language [3]. Unlike
this project, our method generates questions with regard
to concepts.

6.

5

Acquisition Based on Content Analysis

We present a method for the comparison of instances of
ontological concepts aimed at the identification of common and different aspects for personalization purposes.
The method exploits the advantage of ontological information representation and computes instance similarity
with regard to particular properties of concepts. In personalized applications where the user model is available,
the method also supports more accurate similarity computation for individual users according to their characteristics. Our method is designed with regard to domain
independency to be available for using in arbitrary domains.

6.1

Recursive Traversing of Ontology Instances

The main idea of the method comparing ontology instances is based on the evaluation of common property
pairs present in both instances. The rough principle of the
method illustrating comparison of two instances instanceA
and instanceB is shown in Algorithm 1. Detailed description of the method is provided in [2].
Algorithm 1 Recursive method basics
function getSimilarity(instanceA, instanceB)
set similarity to 0.0
set counter to 0
store properties for instanceA and instanceB
to properties
foreach property in properties do
increment counter
if property is in both instances then
store connected elements
to elementX and elementY
add
computeSimilarity(elementX, elementY )
to similarity
else
add 0.0 to similarity
end if
end foreach
return similarity/counter
end function
function computeSimilarity(elementX, elementY )
if property is datatype then
return
getDatatypeSimilarity(elementX, elementY )
else
set similarity to 0.0
add getObjectSimilarity(elementX, elementY )
to similarity
add getSimilarity(elementX, elementY )
to similarity
return mean value of similarity
end if
end function
When comparing two instances of the concepts, properties
can appear as single in both instances, multiple in both
instances, or single/multiple in one instance only.
When the property has a single occurrence in both instances, then the similarity of related elements (instances
in the case of object properties or literals in the case of
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datatype properties) is evaluated using different similarity metrics. The comparison of datatype properties ends
after a metric is used to compute the similarity measure
between the related literals. For object properties a metric for related instances is used (e.g., taxonomy distance)
and further comparison is performed recursively on the respective instances until literals are reached or until there
are no properties left.
Multiple occurrences of properties (e.g., hasPrerequisite)
in an instance are the most complex case we address. In
this case, two sets are constructed which contain elements
connected to the examined property in the first and second instance respectively. These two sets can have different cardinalities – the problem is to identify similar
elements between these two sets. We use our similarity
measure to identify such element pairs, which are then
compared and the computed similarity contributes to the
total similarity between the two instances.
However, the identified pairs do not provide satisfactory
results in some cases. For example, if in the first instance the hasPrerequisite property has the value “Java or
C programming” and in the second instance multiple values “Java programming” and “C programming” consistent
results are difficult to achieve. In our approach a pair with
higher similarity according to the used similarity metric
is selected (i.e., similarity with only one property’s value
from the second instances is considered), but more complex heuristics can be proposed and employed to identify
a 1 : n mapping.
If single or multiple occurrence of a property occurs only
in one instance, we estimate similarity of values attached
to the property as equal zero. It is based on the similarity
definition, i.e. the similarity equals zero if two objects
are entirely different. Here, we assume that instances are
entirely different in the property, since a value is assigned
to the property in one instance only.
A variety of comparison metrics can be used to compute similarities between instances or literals connected
to a property. We proposed two groups of metrics with
regard to a property’s type since they must be treated
differently due to their different nature – datatype and
object metrics. The description of the metrics is beyond
the scope of this paper.

6.2

Similarity Estimation

The total similarity between two instances of ontological concepts is aggregated as the mean value of the similarities computed between elements connected to particular properties. The computed similarity is symmetric. Let PropertySM be a similarity measure (SM) that
is computed for elements connected to a common property. Then similarity measure sim (InstA, InstB ) for two
instances is computed as follows:
|A∩B|

X

P ropertySMi (elementA, elementB )

i=0

|A ∪ B|

,

(1)

where elementA and elementB are elements (instances or
literals) connected to the i-th property. Since there can
be datatype or object properties, we introduce the General similarity measure that encapsulates all the similarity

measures that are available. It is computed for elements
connected to a property (e.g., PropertySM used in the
Equation 1 is its special case). The General similarity
measure is computed with regard to the property type. In
the case of a datatype property the used metric depends
on the corresponding literal type as described above. For
object properties, the similarity measure for related instances is computed as the aggregation of the label-based,
property-based and taxonomy distance similarity measure.

6.3

Personalized Similarity and User Characteristics

The aggregate of partial similarities is always the same
no matter what the context is. To improve the accuracy
of our similarity evaluation method with respect to individual users’ preferences (if a user model is available),
we introduce weights that personalize the similarity estimation which are computed for particular properties and
allows us to compute personalized similarity for individual users. The weight gets a value in the range h1, wi
based on the match between the property and the value
of the corresponding characteristic in the user model.
For personalization purposes, our goal is not only to compute the similarity between instances but also to investigate reasons that “caused” the similarity or difference.
User preferences can be deduced from implicit and explicit user feedback (e.g., rating). We assume that if the
instance includes a property whose value the user likes,
it will likely influence his/her rating towards the higher
(or positive) values. On the other hand, properties of the
content with the values that the user dislikes will influence
rating towards lower (or negative) values.
Since we are interested in properties that significantly influence user rating and thus also total similarity, we introduced two threshold values that divide properties into
three sets based on the computed similarities. If the similarity computed for a property is greater than the positive threshold then the property is assigned to the positive
set, if the computed similarity is lower than the negative
threshold the property is assigned to the negative set.

6.4

Discussion

Experimental evaluation was performed using the software tool called Concept Comparer (abbreviated ConCom). The evaluation was performed on the job offer
ontology. In the first case, only properties that are common for both instances are considered, thus other properties are ignored and do not influence the total similarity.
Using only common properties resulted in a narrow range
of similarity values – in 89 % of the cases the similarities
were in the range 0.30 to 0.75. We set the positive threshold experimentally to 0.65 and the negative threshold to
0.25, but such thresholds do not produce useful properties that could be used for user characteristics discovery.
Therefore, similarity computed for all properties must be
used to acquire properties based on thresholds.
In the second experiment, a user who assessed similarity
was involved. Similarity computed for common properties was used for comparison with human estimation since
its values more accurately mimic human assigned similarity values. For experiments where the user model was
involved we used similarity computed only for common
properties. The aim of the last experiment was to investigate how the user model influences similarity computation. If the compared properties are similar (i.e., for high
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values of the similarity measure) the personalized similarity increases towards higher values (a positive change
in the figure), while if they are different, the personalized
similarity decreases to lower values (a negative change).
In the following text we compare proposed method to existing approaches. A method computing similarity among
instances within an ontology is described in [1]. The data
layer estimates similarity by considering simple or more
complex types, such as integer and string. We propose
datatype similarity metrics that deal with all types of
datatype properties as defined by XML Schema. An approach to ontology matching based on instances is described in [21]. Its main idea is to derive similarity between concepts from the number of shared instances, since
the number of instances is usually greater than the number of concepts. Concepts are matched with regard to
trigram similarity of their names, though experiments
showed that it is not very effective due to the high diversity in the concept names. A two phase method for
instance comparison of tourism ontology concepts is described in [15]. The advantage of this approach is that
total similarity for more than two concepts can be expressed as one number. Furthermore, the similarity of
concepts from different contexts can be computed as well.
The main drawback of this method is that a similarity ontology holding similarity relations between properties and
entity names from the domain ontology must be provided
in order for the similarity graph to be built.
We also performed experiments in the scientific publications domain to investigate domain independence of our
method, where the computed similarity can be useful,
e.g. for clustering algorithms, semantic annotation tools
or repository maintenance tools as well as for the recommendation of similar content in recommender systems.
The aim here was to improve semantic search using personalized navigation within ontology instances that represent metadata of large information spaces [27].

7.

Maintenance Based on Spreading Activation

With regard to defined connections among the concepts
in the domain model, we spread a change to other related parts of the domain model, even when the user has
not worked with these parts. In this section we describe
a method for maintenance of user characteristics that uses
spreading activation. Spreading activation principle originates from psychological studies of human memory operations. The principle is based on an idea that initial energy
(activation) of a selected node (in a graph) is spread to
other nodes.
Our method was primarily proposed for educational domains where relationships among concepts and their fragments are better defined than for the concepts involving
a job offer domain. However, the proposed method is not
restricted to be used only in the educational domain.

7.1

Models of Adaptive Web-Based Educational
System

Existing domain models usually consist of mutually interconnected learning objects that represent learning materials [10]. Having reusability of the models in mind we
divide the domain model into a knowledge item space and
a learning object space. An example of the domain model
is depicted in Figure 4. The learning object space consists

7

of learning objects and relationships among them. This
part of the domain model meets the standard view of the
domain model for adaptive web-based systems. A knowledge item (KI) represents a topic or a key word that represent key terms of the domain. Its aim is a categorization
of available learning objects into knowledge items according to learning goals of particular learning objects.
Our approach also supports changing learner’s characteristics for the learning objects, even in the case they
have not been visited yet, as a knowledge item can be
connected to learning objects using relations prerequisite,
contain and isRelatedTo.
We use an overlay user model that models the relation of
the user to the individual parts of domain model. It consists of a domain independent part and a domain dependent part. The domain-dependent part consists of records
about user’s visits, interests and knowledge in current educational course.

7.2

Maintenance by Spreading Change

While a user works with a learning object we are obtaining his/her characteristics for that learning object (e.g.,
estimated interest). Since there is a connection between
learning objects and other parts of the domain model we
spread a change to other related parts of the domain
model even though the user has not worked with these
parts yet. Modeling user’s characteristics consists of the
following steps:
1. Setting respective characteristics for actual learning object (e.g., Example with I/O operations in the
Figure 4) – with regard to user’s activity with the
learning object we can find out user’s interest and
knowledge for that learning object.
2. Spreading changes of characteristic’s values from the
actual learning object to knowledge items (i.e. knowledge item Display and Scan).
3. Spreading changes of characteristic’s values from the
knowledge item (Scan and Display) to other related
parts of knowledge item space (Input/Output and
Files).
4. Spreading changes of characteristic’s values from the
knowledge items, which characteristics have been
changed, to related learning objects (i.e., see Example with writing to file and Example with displaying
items of array).

7.3

Discussion

For the evaluation process a simple programming course
was created. It consisted of 16 learning objects containing simple text, exercise and explanation types. Knowledge items, which learning objects are assigned to, come
from ACM classification. The knowledge item space contains 1 476 topics and 4 keywords added specially for our
course. We developed an adaptive web-based educational
application that recommends learning objects according
to defined domain model. The user model is created automatically based on user’s activity (i.e., number of learning
object’s visits, time spent by reading, interest).
We describe the evaluation on spreading interest which is
performed on actual learning object with regard to user’s
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Knowledge item space
Input/Output

prerequisite

relate

Files

Example with
writing to file

Step 3

File System

contain

Display

Step 2

Control
structures

contain
...

Data
structures

contain

Step 1
Example with I/O
operations

Scan

Explanation of
cycle

Cycle

...

isRelatedTo

Learning object
space

Example with
displaying items
of array

Arrays

Step 4

Figure 4: Sequence of steps in process of change of characteristic.
feedback and consequent spreading of changes in the domain model. The interest gets a value from the range −3
(the lowest user’s interest) to 3 (the highest interest). The
evaluation starts with the empty user model (i.e., with no
initialized characteristics). We gradually set user’s interest to 3 (to observe changes of interest for actual learning
object), then to 2 (to observe spreading change and combination with previous value of interest) and at last to −3
(to verify changes also for negative values). In the first experiment, the interest was adjusted for the actual learning
object and afterwards it was spread to respective knowledge items, then continued spreading in the knowledge
item space and, at last, spreading of interest continued to
respective learning objects for changed knowledge items.
In the second experiment the value of interest influenced
by its initial value is tested.
There are several ways to model characteristics in a user
model. Mostly used are stereotype (e.g., Multibook) or
layered (e.g., AHA!, NetCoach) user models. In Multibook the stereotype can be changed after successfully
passed test. The presentation is adjusted to a stereotype not to a user. In the layered user model the evaluation of user characteristics’ for a visited document and
for related parts of the course (characteristic propagation) is provided. Actualization can be based on author
defined rules [12] or on analysis of learner’s activity. An
alternative approach to rule based adaptation in educational hypermedia systems is described in [17]. Unlike
our approach, content to be presented is selected according to the suitability function that estimates the suitability of a learning object for a specific learner. We adjust characteristics and then provide the user/learner with
the content with the highest relevance. AHA! provides
a propagation of a characteristic’s change to other parts
of a course via prerequisite relationships between concepts [12]. The propagation is based on author’s defined
rules. Defining rules for each document (or type of documents) is complicated and time consuming. Furthermore,
maintenance of the rules is necessary anytime a new document is added and relations with other documents need to
be updated. Personal Reader is an experimental environment supporting personalized learning based on semantic
web technologies [14]. The user model (here learner profile schema) provides slots for information about a learner
and is represented as a RDF document. Provided recommendations are personalized according to the current
learning progress of the user. The entire process of recommending is driven by rules. Our method uses overlay user

model and maintenance of user’s characteristics is based
on spreading activation, i.e. we employed structure of the
domain model to spread changes of user characteristics.
Our approach allows modeling user characteristics in the
entire domain model and not only in the already visited
parts, thus, it provides more accurate recommendations
of learning objects to achieve more effective education.

8.

Contributions

Main contribution of this work is a proposal of three
novel methods to automatic acquisition and maintenance
of user characteristics that employ semantics provided by
ontological representation. Another contribution of this
work is its aim at the methods for acquisition and maintenance of user characteristics since, currently, there is less
attention paid to these problems (in comparison to adaptive navigation and presentation) in the adaptive hypermedia field.
Method for acquiring user characteristics based on questions. The advantage of the method is that questions
are generated automatically for concepts from the domain model and afterwards answers are transformed into
characteristics. The entire process (i.e., when and what
question needs to be generated) is driven by user defined
rules that can be restricted by question’s priority. The
method was evaluated using the job offer and scientific
publications domain ontology using our software prototype ExACT. We designed 7 templates for the job offer
domain which allow generating questions for 22 characteristics. For the scientific publications domain we proposed
3 templates which allow generating 5 questions.
Method for acquiring user characteristics based on content
analysis. The method is aimed at comparison of instances
of ontological concepts. The final similarity is the aggregate result of the individual similarities computed for particular properties while their type is considered to select
a suitable similarity metric for each property. The introduction of similarity metrics for properties allows us to
take advantage of semantics provided by ontological representation, which allowed us to extend similarity with
personalized weights reflecting users’ individuality. Furthermore, we investigated reasons (properties) that influenced user evaluation of content (e.g., interest). We have
developed the software tool ConCom that automates the
proposed method. Our experiments showed that similarity where all properties are considered is more suitable
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